In 1875 a steel railway bridge was built in northern Warsaw. It had seven spans of 66.22 m and two spans of 15.24 m. In 1908 the second railway bridge was built downstream of the older one. The spacing of supports and spans were the same as in the older bridge. During World War I, both bridges were blown up and then rebuilt, first temporarily and then permanently. Again both were blown up in 1944. In 1945, a temporary crossing was built. In 1947 a permanent bridge was rebuilt, partially replacing rivets with welding. On the pillars of the older bridge, the Gdański Bridge was built (not in this study). In 1963 welded connections were strengthened, in 1980 the structure of the northern track was replaced. In 2016, the northern track was renovated. The replacement of the structure of the southern track is ongoing since 2018.
INTRODUCTION
Railway bridges by the Citadel have had fundamental strategic and communication importance for Warsaw and administrators of the lands in which the city was located. Due to this fact these bridges were usually the first victims of the armed conflicts, but also were the first ones to reconstruct after post-war damages.
Necessity to build a railway bridge by the Citadel resulted from the specific character of a transport junction which has been formed in Warsaw. In XIX century Warsaw was the end station for many separate railroads coming from different directions and what is more, of different rail gauges. It has become clear that railways in Warsaw require to be connected in one single system. Also, Russian military wanted to have a possibility to transport quickly over Vistula. In 1873 Russian authorities decided to build a Ring Railway connecting the following railways: Warsaw -Vienna, Warsaw -Petersburg and Warsaw -Terespol. The project was commissioned to Tadeusz Chrzanowski. The Ring Railway was over 17 km long and run around the city from the West and North. It was planned mostly because of strategic and military reasons, but also included local civil needs.
THE BRIDGE FROM 1875
Construction of the Ring Railway meant the need to design and to implement a new and big permanent crossing over the Vistula. At that time there was only one bridge in Warsaw, officially called Aleksandrowski Bridge (pol. Most Aleksandrowski; commonly named Kierbedzia Bridge, pol.
Most Kierbedzia). Usually train bridges in that period were designed with flanking towers to defend it in case of war. However, the new bridge has been located in close vicinity of the Citadel fortress and it was fully covered by its artillery, so the military authorities decided to resign from the towers.
DESIGN
Due to the guidelines provided by the Ministry of Communication, the designer had to create the construction of the American type, meaning parallel lines and cross-bracing truss. New crossing was supposed to count 7 simply supported truss spans of 66.22 m of support spread and two short spans of plate structure and spread of 15.24 m each. Chrzanowski applied his own theory to calculate the forces in cross-bracing of the truss. By applying in it a sectional steel the truss was looser then in constructions built so far. The bridge girders were 6.02 m high and had 5.18 m of spacing. The crossing was two-levels. Its upper part was provided for the rail traffic and had designed single, special track of four rails called combined track. Such solution allowed to use it both by regular-track trains of 1435 mm gauge and wide track of 1524 mm gauge.
The full width of the track on the bridge was 1962 mm. This solution was required because the entire Ring Railroad provided the traffic of trains of both gauges. The lower part of the bridge was planned for vehicular and pedestrian traffic, therefore the carriageway was designed there. The carriageway was intended to have solely military purposes -to transport artillery and other equipment. 
CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the bridge started at the end of April 1873. Works on the site were carried out by the firm Przemysłowe Towarzystwo Akcyjne Lilpop, Rau i Loewenstein. With regard to the construction, the Citadel headquarters installed a temporary pontoon bridge on the South direction from the designed bridge. The superstructure was made of the cast steel brought from England. Steel plate was coming from Belgium, cement from England and material for siding of the supports -granite -from Sweden. Both the abutment on the right side of the Vistula and all pillars were founded on the steel caissons; just the left-bank abutment was founded directly on the ground.
It was the first case in history when in the Polish lands the caissons were lowered by Polish technical forces. The depth of theirs lowering was no less than 12 m below the Vistula "zero" point.
In spring 1874, during the lowering of one of the caissons of the size 4.5×14 m, occurred accident.
The caisson that was being lowered on the chains from the scaffolding broke loose and was carried away by the stream down the river. The decision was to drop it and to lower the second caisson. At the end of May of the same year occurred the second accident. As result of heavy rains there was a flood on Vistula which caused damage manifested in numerous remains of houses, rafts, trees and livestock flowing through the city. The items carried by the stream accumulated before the scaffolding of the bridge being constructed. On this scaffolding was standing not installed yet a steel span of the bridge. Despite the fact it was already fixed to the supports, the span was carried away by the pushing rafts, fell to the water and being hold by the supports, broke down. It was necessary to pull it out from the river, replace damaged parts and straighten the bent ones.
Until autumn of the same year the construction of the five pillars was completed and works over the sixth one were coming to the end; there were carried out works involving installation of the four spans. Basic works in the construction of the bridge were finished until the beginning of February 1875, and in July the bridge was used by the trains transporting sand from Targowek for the construction of left-bank part of the Ring Railroad. On 19 November 1875 took place the formal acceptance of the bridge by the railway authorities. One year later, on 14 November, was put in use the whole Ring Railway. Upon termination of the works at the bridge the pontoon bridge was removed. Fig. 2 . Construction of the bridge in 1874. Visible two portal cranes built on the site were used for movement and installation of the steel structure.
THE BRIDGE FROM 1908
Rail traffic going through the bridge by the Citadel was increasing and on the turn of the centuries reached the number of 114 trains per day. Because it was designed with regard to locomotives with axle load of 13 tons, the new type steam locomotive of axle load of 20 tones could not use it. Therefore there was taken a decision to build another railway bridge near the Citadel, located in the direct vicinity of the first one, and also to rebuild the existing one with purpose to increase its load capacity.
DESIGN
Designed new bridge was supposed to be located 21.34 m below the old one and such solution was to be similar to the previous crossing -on the upper part was supposed to run a combined track and New double-track railway bridge was located in 32 km of downstream with respect to the old one.
Its pillars were placed within the old axis and thanks to this fact the completion of the ice-breakers
was not necessary and all the spans were the same like in the previous crossing. The superstructure was composed of two simply supported steel truss girders. The girders were separate for each track, however they were laid on the shared supports. Upper and lower chords of the truss were concurrent towards each other; theirs spread was 3.42 m and the height 6 m, the same like in the old bridge.
The traffic was supposed to operate on the upper part of the girders, on each of them was to laid one combined track composed of the four rails. Thanks to the same composition of supports, spread and height of spans, the two bridges were supposed to harmonize visually.
CONSTRUCTION
Construction works started just on the beginning of January of 1905. With respect to construction of the supports there was built a side-track for the transport of materials from Praga Nadwiślańska station. For construction works purposes there was also used the lower deck of the adjacent bridge.
The deck was closed for the traffic, was laid there service railway and the cable with compressed air, water and power coming from located on the right bank engine room. The material was transported by the narrow-gauge train and then carried by ramps to the place of its incorporation. 
SITUATION OF THE BRIDGES DURING THE WORLD WAR I
On Fifth and sixth span remained by one end with slight displacements in the pillars, each track had its own pair of girders supported on shared pillars therefore the damages in both tracks were the same.
Railway bridges by the Citadel had a strategic importance and the Germans took decision to rebuild them using their own funds. Despite the fact that they started to rebuild the bridges immediately after taking over Warsaw, they expected that these works would take relatively lot of time. Therefore they took decision to run a temporary ferry.
The construction works on the bridges started on 8 August, three days after the Germans marched into Warsaw. Works had provisional nature. As the first one was brought back to service the North track of the bridge from the period 1905 -1908. Third and fourth span were elevated up to the height 
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March 1948 the bridge was dissembled. Remaining girders were moved, put into wagons, the collapsed spans were pulled out from the water and cut, the remnants of wooden posts and ice breakers were demolished.
POST-WAR RECONSTRUCTION AND MODERNIZATIONS
Reconstruction of the railway bridge from 1908 took place in two stages. First was repaired the North track, by rebuilding the structure from the remains of the fallen bridge from 1907 -1908.
As result was built a bridge of the same geometry like the pre-war one. For the south track were Removed old spans were transported by sapper's unit on pontoon ferries and cut into batch parts.
In 2015 started modernization of the bridge aiming to increase the designed speed and loads. Until 2016 the north track was renovated. However that time the works on the south track were not continued, because the expert's analysis showed poor condition of the construction of this part of crossing. The decision to replace the spans was made. In November 2018 an agreement in scope of modernization of the south track has been signed. The works include replacement of the nine spans of the steel construction of the length over 508 m and the reinforcement of the supports' foundation.
Two outer spans weight 10 tonnes each, remaining seven spans -27 tonnes each. After dismantle of the tracks, bridge sleepers and railway traction on the barges were put special constructions to pull down the construction from the stone supports. As result of these works the railroad on the bridge is to be adjusted to passenger train with the speed 120 km/k and goods train with 100 km/h.
In the nearest future there is planned renovation of the cross-town railway line, what means its temporary exclusion from the operation. Then significance of the Bridge by the Citadel together 166 T. BLADYNIEC with the whole Ring Railroad will increase extremely, because here is planned to run the trains so far using the Ring Railway.
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Fig Ponad 10 lat poruszały się po nim furmanki i odbywał się ruch pieszy, podczas gdy górny poziom nie był użytkowany. 
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